WHAT TO LOOK FOR

IN AN AC INSTALLATION
Knowledgeable,
Qualified Technicians

100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed

The NATE-certified HVAC technicians at
Ideal Energy bring industry experience
and quality workmanship to every job,
including using state-of-the-art tools
and techniques when installing your
new air conditioning.

Ideal Energy goes the extra mile to ensure
you’re thrilled with your home comfort
upgrades, which is why we oﬀer a 100%
satisfaction guarantee for all new home
performance retrofits that include an AC or
heating system replacement.

Accurate
System Sizing
An oversized AC can lead to costly breakdowns, wasted energy, and uneven home
comfort. With Ideal Energy, we conduct
Manual J load calculations to ensure your
air conditioning is the perfect size for your
home, and we’ll never recommend a bigger
AC than you need.

Reliable, Eﬀicient
AC Systems
The Trane, Bosch, and Mitsubishi cooling systems we
install come with high energy eﬀiciency ratings and long
warranties to help you keep your Arizona home cool and
comfortable for years to come.

Ductwork
Done Right

Even the best new AC unit can’t deliver on
its promises if you have issues with your
ductwork. Ideal Energy can test and inspect
your entire ductwork system before new AC
installation to make sure you aren’t wasting
energy through leaks and will get the full
benefit of your new HVAC system.

Utility Rebates
Made Easy
APS and SRP customers can save as much as
$1,125 when they install a qualified new central
air conditioning or mini split AC system, and
Ideal Energy will handle all the paperwork for
you, making installation stress-free and even
more aﬀordable.

Years of Home Comfort
and Energy Savings
With quality HVAC installation and routine maintenance service, Ideal
Energy can help you maximize the value of your air conditioning
upgrade, saving you money on your cooling bills and helping you avoid
expensive AC service calls and inconvenient breakdowns.

Trust your home comfort to the experts who do AC installation
the right way. Contact Ideal Energy today to learn more.
IDEALENERGYAZ.COM

480.839.0082

